DFIN Announces Founding Partnership of Upcoming Financial Times
Future of Asset Management Summit in New York City
September 09, 2019
Asset and wealth management leaders come together to explore innovations, technology disruptors, critical factors driving future of
industry
NEW YORK--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Donnelley Financial Solutions (NYSE: DFIN), a leading global risk and compliance company,
announced its founding partnership of the Financial Times’ inaugural Future of Asset Management Summit on September 18 in New York
City, where leaders will examine the innovations that are disrupting and reshaping the sector today.
The asset and wealth management industry is in the midst of unprecedented change, as consolidation, demographic shifts, a changing
distribution landscape, new regulations and technological disruptors revolutionize the business.
“With technology pushing the investment landscape forward, businesses are looking for cost effective solutions that will optimize their
operating models to keep up with an accelerating pace of change,” said Eric Johnson, president, Global Investment Markets at DFIN. “We
view this as a global opportunity to counsel our clients on managing regulation requirements and meeting investor needs on a broader
scale.”
These continuous changes are driving a much-needed digital revolution affecting the entire investment market ecosystem, forcing the need
for new efficiencies and compelling regulatory bodies and investment companies to change their behaviors.
“We are delighted to bring together key leaders in the asset and wealth management field to spotlight expert opinions about the industry’s
future – an exciting moment to uncover innovative approaches, business models and critical tools that will drive success in the next five to
ten years,” said Angela Mackay, Managing Director, Asia Pacific, Financial Times and Global Publisher, FT Live.
DFIN provides software and services to investment management businesses, including mutual funds, hedge and alternative investment
funds, insurance companies and overseas investment structures for collective investments. The company also provides products to thirdparty service providers and custodians who support investment managers, and sells products and distribution services to broker networks
and financial advisors.
View FT’s Future of Asset Management’s agenda, including Eric Johnson’s panel on future growth of the fund industry in a digital age,
here; go online to learn about DFIN’s fund management capabilities and follow #FTFoAM for live conference updates.
About Donnelley Financial Solutions (DFIN)
DFIN is a leading global risk and compliance solutions company. We provide domain expertise, enterprise software and data analytics for
every stage of our clients’ business and investment lifecycles. Markets fluctuate, regulations evolve, technology advances, and through it
all, DFIN delivers confidence with the right solutions in moments that matter. Learn about DFIN’s end-to-end risk and compliance solutions
online at DFINsolutions.com or you can also follow us on Twitter @DFINSolutions or on LinkedIn.
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